GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract
Disaster Management Department-Permission to State Emergency Operations Centre (SEOC) to conduct joint research on Kerala Floods in collaboration with HarvardFXB Centre for Health and Human Rights, USA-Sanctioned-Orders issued.

DISASTER MANAGEMENT (A) DEPARTMENT
G.O.(Rt)No.18/2019/DMD
Dated 10/01/2019, Thiruvananthapuram

Read:-
1) Letter dated 13.12.2018 from Mr. Satchit Balsari, Assistant Professor, Emergency Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Harvard FXB Centre for Health and Human Rights, USA
2) Lr.No.SEOC/Proj/100/2012 dated 27.12.2018 from Member Secretary, KSDMA & Head(Scientist), SEOC

ORDER

As per letter read as 1st paper above, Harvard FXB Centre for Health and Human Rights, USA has expressed its interest to collaborate with the State Emergency Operations Centre (SEOC) to study the impact of the August 2018 Floods on the health and livelihoods of the people of Kerala. As per letter read as 2nd paper above, Dr. Sekhar L. Kurikose has requested to grant permission to SEOC to collaborate with Harvard FXB Centre for Health and Human Rights, USA.

2) Government have examined the matter in detail and are pleased to accord sanction to SEOC to collaborate with Harvard FXB Centre for Health and Human Rights, USA to conduct joint research on Kerala Floods, subject to the condition that there will be no financial commitment to Government. It is only for academic purpose and results/research and other findings shall be shared with Government of Kerala.

(By order of the Governor)
SUNITHA I
UNDER SECRETARY

To:
Member Secretary, KSDMA and Head(Scientist), SEOC, Observatory Hills, Vikas Bhavan P.O, Thiruvananthapuram-33
The Commissioner, Land Revenue, Thiruvananthapuram
The Principal Accountant General(Audit), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram
The Accountant General(A&E), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram

L&PR(Web Media) Department
Stock File/Office Copy
Copy to:
PS to Additional Chief Secretary, Revenue & Disaster Management
CA to Additional Secretary, Revenue & Disaster Management

Forwarded /By order

Section Officer